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Arena Madre 

"Classy Carefree Atmosphere"

In one of Barcelona's most famous gay clubs, you'll find the door policy

relatively relaxed and a fair number of women in here; however, it's mainly

full of young gay men out for a good time. It has one of the biggest dark

rooms in town and is an ideal place to hang out. The interior is decorated

in industrial style, with some kitschy touches. The music tends to be of the

commercial house variety.

 +34 93 487 8342  www.arenadisco.com/  grupoarena@arenadisco.co

m

 Carrer de Balmes 32,

Barcelona
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The Loft (Razzmatazz 2) 

"Part of Sala Razzmatazz"

The loft is one of the five clubs that make up the Razzmatazz nightclub

complex. Along with Sala Razzmatazz, Lo.li.ta., Rex Room and Pop Bar,

this is a one stop party destination. Each club features a different live

band or DJ every night. This makes it easy for those who have fickle

musical tastes, if you don't like the music at one club, move on to then

next; with five clubs to choose from there's bound to be something

playing in one of them that will make you want to dance all night.

 +34 93 272 0910  carrer de Pamplona 88, Barcelona
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La Terrrazza Club 

"Popular Open Air Nightclub"

Functioning only between the summer months of May and September and

located in Montjuic , La Terrrace Club is a very popular open air nightclub.

The party here begins only after midnight and lasts until wee hours of

morning. It has been favored by many internationally celebrated DJs

including Bob Sinclair and Roger Sanchez. The music vibe here is mostly

Techno and House, and the crowd usually comprises of serious music

lovers. This club garners more importance during the annual Sonar

Festival which begins every June.

 +34 93 272 4980  www.laterrrazza.com  gonzalo@laterrrazza.com  Avinguda del Marquès de

Comillas 13, Barcelona
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